Objectives To assess the applicability of the Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial High Grade (Gleason grade C 7) Risk Calculator (PCPTHG) in ten international cohorts, representing a range of populations. Methods A total of 25,512 biopsies from 10 cohorts (6 European, 1 UK and 3 US) were included; 4 implemented 6-core biopsies, and the remaining had 10 or higher schemes; 8 were screening cohorts, and 2 were clinical. PCPTHG risks were calculated using prostate-specific antigen, digital rectal examination, age, African origin and history of prior biopsy and evaluated in terms of calibration plots, areas underneath the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and net benefit curves.
Introduction
The Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial (PCPT) was a North American double-blind randomized study of the chemoprevention effects of finasteride versus placebo on prostate cancer development. To enter the trial, men had to be greater than 54 years of age, have a prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level less than or equal to 3 ng/mL and have a normal digital rectal exam (DRE) result. Then, during 7 years on the trial, men were annually screened and referred to interim biopsy (6-core) whenever their PSA exceeded 4 ng/mL or their DRE was abnormal. At the end of the trial, all men were requested to undergo prostate biopsy regardless of their current PSA and DRE examination, or whether they had previously undergone prostate biopsy that was negative for prostate cancer. Both the stringent inclusion criteria and follow-up protocol contribute to the uniqueness of the PCPT population; this population was more generally older, healthier and with more Caucasian representation than the rest of the United States. The PCPT Risk Calculator for predicting high-grade (Gleason grade C 7) prostate cancer (PCPTHG) was developed from 5,519 men from the placebo arm who all underwent 6-core prostate biopsy, 257 (4.7 %) of whom were diagnosed with high-grade disease [1] . The calculator includes the risk factors PSA, DRE, African origin, age and history of a prior biopsy. The PCPTHG was designed for high-grade risk assessment based on a typical urological visit based on PSA and DRE; it therefore does not incorporate prostate volume, which is required for many other contemporary prostate cancer nomograms. Recently, an option to the calculator for missing DRE was installed, so a DRE result is now optional.
The PCPTHG was posted online in 2006 and is used by patients and clinicians worldwide as a counseling aid for the decision to undergo prostate biopsy. To our knowledge, it is the only high-grade prostate cancer risk calculator with analytical formulas published. Hence, to date it has been externally evaluated in three studies [2] [3] [4] . These single validation studies have compared performance of the PCPTHG to nomograms that were developed on the same cohort of patients, thus yielding biased conclusions that the PCPTHG does not externally validate and requires extra parameters such as %freePSA or prostate volume. But, as we have previously illustrated, performance of a risk prediction tool is a property of both the tool and the population to which it is applied [5, 6] , and a virtue of the PCPTHG is that it is based on the standard risk factors and thus more widely applicable. Therefore, this report presents the first external validation study of the PCPTHG on multiple cohorts in order to identify potential populations where it may or may not be applicable.
Methods
Data were included from ten European and US cohorts belonging to the Prostate Biopsy Collaborative Group (PBCG), where criteria for biopsy referral and sampling scheme have been previously described [5] . These included five screening cohorts from the European Randomized study of Screening for Prostate Cancer (ERSPC), all following a primarily 6-core biopsy sampling scheme similar to the PCPT except for Tarn (10-12 core); three additional screening cohorts-San Antonio Biomarkers Of Risk of cancer study (SABOR), Texas, United States; ProtecT, United Kingdom; and Tyrol, Austria-each following a primarily 10-core biopsy scheme; and two US clinical cohorts-Cleveland Clinic, Ohio; and the Durham VA, North Carolina-both following a mixed but primarily 10-to 14-core biopsy scheme. All cohorts except for ERSPC Goeteborg and Rotterdam Rounds 1 included some patients who had been previously screened. All biopsies after a diagnosis of prostate cancer and 221 biopsies positive for prostate cancer but with missing Gleason grade (across five of the cohorts) were excluded from the analysis.
Clinical characteristics of each cohort were summarized in terms of descriptive statistics, including median, ranges and percents. For each biopsy in the dataset, the PCPTHG risk of high-grade cancer was computed, requiring PSA (ng/mL), DRE (normal vs. suspicious), African origin (yes vs. no), age and history of a prior negative prostate biopsy (yes vs. no). An iterative multiple imputation procedure was used to impute missing values of any of the risk factors when the percentage of missing data for a risk factor in a cohort was less than 100 % [7] . For cohorts with African origin or DRE not recorded for any participants, single imputation of ''not of African origin'' or ''negative DRE,'' respectively, was implemented.
Calibration plots were computed by comparing observed proportions of cancer to predicted PCPTHG risks by PCPTHG percentiles observed in the cohort; pointwise 95 % confidence bands were computed using the binomial formula with spline smoothing. Discrimination was calculated and displayed via receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC). Areas underneath the ROC curve (AUC) were calculated for PCPTHG risks using the Wilcoxon test statistic and compared with the AUC of PSA by nonparametric U statistics. Net benefit curves were computed by calculating for each possible PCPTHG risk (p) ranging from 0 to 1, Sensitivity 9 p -(1 -Specificity) 9 (1 -p) 9 [p/(1 -p)], and were assessed for their gain over the corresponding net benefit curves of referring no patients to biopsy (horizontal line at 0) or simply referring all patients to biopsy,
where Sensitivity and Specificity are defined at the cutpoint p and p denotes the cohort prevalence of high-grade disease (the fraction of all participants, with and without cancer, that have high-grade disease) [8] .
Results
High-grade prostate cancer rates ranged from a low of 4 % in Goeteberg Rounds 2-6 to a high of 22 % in the Durham VA cohort, which also had the highest reported percentage of men of African origin (45 %), one of the risk factors included in the PCPTHG (Table 1) . Across the 25,512 biopsies from the ten cohorts combined, the AUC of the PCPTHG was 74.6 %, a modest 3-point increase over the AUC for PSA (71.5 %, p \ 0.0001). Use of PCPTHG risk thresholds of 5, 10 and 20 % as definitions of a positive test for referral to biopsy would have resulted in 84.4, 41.7 and 15.0 %, respectively, of all high-grade negative biopsies testing positive (percent unnecessary biopsies), and 4.7, 24.0 and 51.5 % missed high-grade prostate cancer cases, respectively. These statistics according to the individual cohorts are shown in Table 1 .
Evaluation of the PCPTHG for 10-and higher-core biopsy schemes-comparison with 6-core
The last six cohorts of Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2 (going down the columns) implemented 10-and higher-core schemes. The median AUC of the PCPTHG for high-grade disease detection in the 10-and higher-core cohorts was 73.5 % (range, 63.9-76.7 %). Both the median and range were lower than those for the 4 ERSPC cohorts that had 6-core biopsy schemes (median, 78.1 %; range, 72.0-87.6 %). In two of the six 10-and higher-core cohorts, the PCPTHG was not statistically significantly better than PSA for highgrade cancer discrimination (p values [ 0.05); in all four 6-core cohorts, the PCPTHG performed statistically significantly better than PSA (p value \ 0.05) ( Table 1) . Of all cohorts included in the analysis, only the 10-core Cleveland Clinic cohort showed clear evidence of underprediction, and this was restricted to risk ranges of less than 15 % (Fig. 1) . The PCPTHG primarily overpredicted highgrade prostate cancer in all 6-core ERSPC screening studies. Clinical net benefit was not lower for the six higher-core biopsy scheme cohorts compared with the 6-core biopsy cohorts; in fact it was often higher (Fig. 2) . In three of the four 6-core ESRPSC screening cohorts, there was no clinical benefit to using the PCPTHG across all risk thresholds.
Comparison of the PCPTHG in healthy/screening versus clinically referred populations
Restricting attention to cohorts with 10-and higher-core biopsy schemes, the four screening cohorts had PCPTHG AUCs of 76.7 % (Tarn), 69.5 % (SABOR), 75.4 % (ProtecT) and 73.2 % (Tyrol), respectively, which overlapped with the AUCs observed in the clinical cohorts, 63.9 % (Cleveland Clinic) and 73.9 % (Durham VA, USA). Of note is the large 10-point difference between the Cleveland Clinic and Durham VA AUCs (Table 1 ). There were no obvious differences between calibrations or in clinical net benefits in the higher-core screening cohorts compared with the higher-core clinical cohorts (Figs. 1, 2) .
Comparison of the PCPTHG of US versus European populations
Restricting attention to cohorts with 10-and higher-core biopsy schemes, this comparison involves the 3 US cohorts-SABOR (AUC = 69.5 %), Cleveland Clinic (63.9 %) and Durham VA (73.9 %)-versus the 3 European cohorts-Tarn (76.7 %), ProtecT (75.4 %) and Tyrol (73.2 %) ( Table 1 ). The range of AUCs for the European cohorts is in fact shifted higher than that for the US cohorts. The sample size of Tarn is too low to make inference concerning calibration. For low levels of highgrade risk (\10 %) the PCPTHG appears as good or better calibrated in the two remaining European higher-core cohorts (ProtecT and Tyrol) compared with the US cohorts (Fig. 1) . The higher-core European screening cohorts, Tarn, ProtecT and Tyrol, show comparable clinical net benefit to the US higher-core cohorts, with the exception of the US Cleveland Clinic cohort, where the PCPTHG had lower clinical net benefit (Fig. 2) .
Discussion
This study did not show decreased performance of the PCPTHG for contemporary cohorts that use a higher number of cores compared with cohorts that had implemented 6-core biopsy schemes (used in the PCPT), in cohorts comprising clinical patients rather than healthy World J Urol (2014) 32:185-191 187 patients undergoing screening, or in European versus US cohorts. Two primary advantages of the PCPTHG are that it requires only easily obtainable patient parameters that are part of a routine clinical exam (not including prostate volume) and that it is available on the internet. Performance characteristics of the PCPTHG were graded on three scales: discrimination, calibration and net benefit. On some populations and judged by some criteria, the PCPTHG was no better than other screening methodologies; for example, in SABOR and ProtecT, the AUC of the PCPTHG did not differ statistically significantly from PSA (Table 1) . These two cohorts implemented contemporary 10-and highercore biopsy schemes. Extended core sampling has been shown to increase both prostate cancer and high-grade disease detection [9] [10] [11] . Nevertheless, on no population and according to no scale was the PCPTHG worse than simpler screening measures such as PSA, and this combined with the PCPTHG's simplicity and availability implies that it can be implemented as a complementary aid to the physician and patient in their decision to go forward or not with prostate biopsy, without the expectation that it could cause harm to the patient.
There are several limitations to the current study. The primary limitation is that comparison of cohorts that evolved under different protocols as a means of assessing whether specific factors, such as 6-versus higher-core biopsy schemes, affects performance characteristics of a risk tool is no substitution for a single protocol analysis where individual factors, such as actual number of biopsy cores taken, are recorded for each patient. Cohorts were classified according to the primary number of cores used. Nevertheless, given this limitation, we believe a multiple external validation of a risk tool gives a more balanced assessment of the operating characteristics of a risk tool than a single evaluation study and can be more informative as to when and where the risk tool works in practice.
Other limitations are that all men underwent prostate biopsy and thus had one or more risk factors for prostate cancer. It was not possible to account for subtle differences in biopsy technique that might have had significant impact on high-grade cancer detection rates, such as choice of specific location to obtain cores independent of the number of cores. Furthermore, central pathology review was not achievable, so it is possible that variation in aggressiveness Fig. 1 in declaring biopsy specimens to have high-grade cancer might have occurred. The PCPTHG was designed to predict high-grade disease defined as Gleason 7 and higher, but contemporary risk prediction typically focuses on clinically significant cancer, which may not include Gleason 7. African origin, a key risk factor in the PCPTHG, was entirely missing for 6 of the cohorts. Since these cohorts were all European, it could be assumed that their African origin proportion was negligible. DRE was not recorded for the ProtecT cohort and so assumed to be normal for all participants in that cohort. This can alternatively be considered a bonus evaluation of the robustness of the online PCPTHG, since it now allows use without DRE performed and then defaults to normal. This feature followed a prior study on SABOR that revealed DRE to be highly unstable, reverting to normal the year after an abnormal result in nearly 75 % of incidences [12] . There are currently many online nomograms and risk calculators available for prostate cancer, but since validation is both a property of the risk tool and cohort under question and external validations are performed on single cohorts, it can be confusing figuring which calculator is optimal [13] . Though novel biomarkers, such as %free-PSA, and additional parameters, such as prostate volume, could improve upon existing calculators, the cost of including a more-difficult-to-obtain risk factor has to be weighed against a more widely applicable risk calculator. The rate of complications from prostate biopsy ranges from 2 to 4 %, and individual patients and doctors will vary in their assessment of how high a risk of high-grade disease needs to be to prompt them to biopsy [14] . Therefore, we recommend that PCPTHG risks in the range of 5-20 % be used depending on how much the individual weights the harm of a missed high-grade cancer to the harm of an unnecessary biopsy. Fig. 2 Net benefit curves for the PCPTHG (solid black line) versus the rules of biopsying all men (dashed line) and no men (dotted horizontal line at 0). A risk tool has clinical net benefit for a specific risk threshold (x-axis) used for referral to biopsy when its net benefit curve is higher than the curves corresponding to biopsying all men or no men
